
Millstreet National Eventing Discovery 2016 

Saturday 27th August | Indoor Arena 

Open to four and five year olds, the aim of the class is to showcase Irish bred and produced 
horses that have the temperament and ability to become commercial three day event 
horses.  

The judges look for an athletic, loose moving horse with a promising jumping technique and 
attitude. With correct training and production, these horses should develop physically and 
mentally into a strong three day eventer. 

The judges will select the top 8 four year old and five year old horses to go forward to the 
National Eventing Discovery Final on Sunday afternoon  

The winner will be the highest overall marks from four sections: Flatwork; Jumping; 
Conformation; and Breeding. 

Format 

Each horse will be exhibited in the Main Indoor Arena. They will have two minutes to 
demonstrate their horses ability on the flat. They will then proceed straight into the jumping 
phase. 

Flatwork - Two minutes flat work demonstrating the horses balance on both reins. 

Jumping Phase – Natural obstacles combined with show jumps. 

Judging 

 30 Marks - Flatwork  
 40 Marks - Jumping  
 20 Marks - Conformation  
 10 Marks - Breeding  

Sunday 28th August | Main Outdoor Arena 

Final 

Format 

Each horse will be exhibited in the Main Outdoor Arena. They will have two minutes to 
demonstrate their horses ability on the flat. They will then proceed straight into the jumping 
phase. Finally the horse must demonstrate gallop with one lap of the arena 

Flatwork - Two minutes flat work demonstrating the horses balance on both reins. 

Jumping Phase – Natural obstacles combined with show jumps. 

Gallop – One lap of Arena to show demonstrate horses ability to gallop. 

Judging 

 30 Marks - Flatwork  
 40 Marks - Jumping  
 10 Marks - Conformation  
 10 Marks - Breeding  
 10 Marks - Gallop 

 
 

Entry Fee: €50 


